Creating One Story aligns leadership –
and the Investment Board – for luxury
brand turnaround
5 years’ double-digit growth, new worldwide
distribution and a full lifestyle brand for Hunter Boot

Relaunching a brand that has
been in and out of insolvency
takes a clear Vision and
significant new investment.
But nothing works without
first aligning the people in
One Story.
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Few products could claim to be as instantly
recognisable as the famous green ‘welly’ made by
Hunter. And is there any other brand in the world
that could be worn happily by both Prince Charles
and Kate Moss?
Yet Hunter Boot had been in and out of insolvency
numerous times in the previous 20 years as
ambitious owners tried to make a financial success
equal to its brand fame. They had tried off-shoring
production to China, moving the price range
up (and back down), reducing complexity and
expanding the range. Nothing had worked.
When new investors took control, they insisted on
tight timelines. For the CEO to turn things around,
they would need to make sure everyone was
aligned with one strategic Vision.
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New Owners. New CEO.
Bigger Challenge?
Searchlight Capital believed in the business and
brought in a serially-successful luxury brand CEO. He
saw that the company was too narrowly focussed on
the single iconic item. But he realised that fame for the
brand wouldn’t come from a burst of publicity about a
well-known celeb taking a walk through the mud of
Glastonbury festival. It would come from the brand
showing on the catwalk at London Fashion Week.
His first call was to appoint a new Creative Director.
One of his next calls was to Verbal Identity: could
we distil and codify the essence of the green welly
and its appeal, allowing the Creative Director and the
leadership team to take the DNA and grow it out into
a full lifestyle brand? More importantly, could we do it
in a way that would help him align the whole company
very quickly?

The CEO’s insight: Even if it’s failed
before, it doesn’t mean it’s wrong.
Although other attempts had been made –
unsuccessfully - at expanding the welly into a wider
brand offering, the CEO’s experience at successfully
turning around other brands led him to believe that
growth via a full lifestyle range, not a narrow range and
cost-cutting, was the right route to financial success.
But only if he could persuade the Investment Board.

The CEO’s belief: A full lifestyle brand requires
full investor confidence – but quickly.

The more successful private equity firms succeed
because they have highly ambitious timelines. To
break through the mid-market inertia which seems to
bog down so many luxury brands’ efforts, the CEO
knew he needed to present a compelling case to the
Investment Board to secure immediate investment in a
full product range (perhaps even multiple sub-labels),
a new flagship store in a prime London location, a
significant communications budget, and efficient
operational infrastructure.
However, the CEO realised that the investor firm’s
timelines and the diaries of individual members of the
Investment Board operating from multiple countries
meant that he had just one meeting in London to win
investment. Otherwise, ‘roll out as usual’ might well be
the recommended action. For the brand to avoid its
previous failures, he needed a clear, aligning strategic
Vision and a compelling Story uncovering underlying
strengths and weaknesses in the brand and the
current operations.
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One Vision.
One Story.
How do you design a flagship store that
amplifies the brand and product design,
when the new product hasn’t been
designed yet? How do you decide on
which area of Beijing to plant your new
store in, if the landlord can’t see how
your brand will fit with its neighbours?
In this situation, only a clear unifying
Vision will allow multiple workstreams to
work in parallel and develop consistent
brand work.
But once the strategic Vision is complete,
how do you make sure everyone buys
into it?
Our proven, proprietary 7-slide format
ensures that the strategic Vision is big
enough to drive multiple workstreams but
simple enough to make sure they remain
aligned.
After this, we have developed a method
of working with the senior leadership so
that they not only support the strategic
Vision, they are also clear about their role
and what their team needs to do to bring
it to life.
Our work has led to the successful
investment of more than half a billion
dollars in luxury brands around the world.
(To hear more, email our
Senior Partner, Chris West.)
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We worked closely bringing the CEO, the Creative
Director and the wider team together in crafting this
Story.

One Vision becomes One Story…
with one chance to get it right.

Along with aggressive timelines, the best private equity
teams display a balance of financial precision and
operational skills - and a respect for how a strong brand
will outperform pure logic to win hearts, minds and wallets.

Uniquely, when working with the team who are
creating the Story for how the Vision will be achieved,
Verbal Identity work on the “linguistic actions” which
shape both individual and team beliefs. The leadership
increasingly commit to action as they progress
through three stages: I imagine -> I can -> I will.

With the strategic Vision for the brand agreed, the CEO
knew he now needed to bring it to life in a way that
showed its full breadth and depth of impact. He asked
Verbal Identity to extend the Vision into a unifying single
Story.

Only when someone has passed all the way along this
journey do they fully take ownership of long-lasting
change.

‘All in’ on creating One Story.

More than words, and more than intent

A substantial body of work visualising the new brand, its
products and multiple labels had been created by the
award-winning London design agency Made Thought.
However, what we’ve seen repeatedly is that for a
leadership team to emotionally buy into a picture of the
future, they have to see themselves somewhere in that
picture. This helps them feel ownership of the story and
makes clear what their role will be.

The first piece of work the team produced was an
emotive ‘brand rant’: far more compelling than another
vanilla Mission Statement, Verbal Identity crafted this
to capture the passion in the brand and the burning
ambition of the team that worked on it.
Although the brand rant had been initially conceived as
a written communication, the leadership team were so
inspired by it, they used it to commission
a short film. This not only closed the show to the
Investment Board when funding was approved,
it was subsequently launched as the first piece of
communications for the brand. There can be no
greater compliment to the integrity of the work than
the prototype remaining intact as envisioned on
launch.

What was critical, then, was to work with the wider team
to create One Story which would bring the work and the
leadership team together.
A unifying narrative is much more than, ‘This is what
happened in the beginning, then that happened and we
hope this is what will happen next.’ Instead, the most
powerful unifying stories - those that can move people,
cause nations to rise, or armies to march – are clear on
what you stand for, the enemies you stand against and the
world you believe in.

You can still see the film here.

RESULTS

Substantial investment agreed within 3 months.
Successful launch at London Fashion Week.
Double-digit growth from Year 1.

The brand achieved double-digit growth for five years after its launch.
For the first time, 30% of global sales came from outside of the UK.
A new flagship store – strongly amplifying the brand positioning and Vision -was
designed and launched in London’s Regent Street in record time.
Successful design and launch of multiple sub-labels
Lasting, valuable IP: the strategic Vision is still regularly cited in meeting as the
framework for deciding whether a new product, hire or venture was on-brand or not.
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Speak to us about creating a unifying Story
We work with national and global brands in the luxury and ultra-luxury sector, helping CEOs clarify their Vision and the
leadership team align with it, often in less than 16 weeks.
We have developed our own proven methodology which has led to the successful investment of hundreds of millions of
pounds. More than this, it has produced teams who are aligned and committed to the guiding Vision.
To learn more, talk to our Senior Partner, Chris West.

The role of One Story in Aligning Leaders,
the Board and External Partners.
1. Giving the leadership
team ownership

If a brand’s leaders don’t
see themselves as part of
your new strategic Vision,
they’re unlikely to buy into
it. A unifying Story and our
use of scenario-planning
helps them buy into the
Vision and bring it to life.

2. Providing a 360° view
of strategy

A Story unites the
leadership by making the
Vision all-encompassing.
Every department comes
together to understand how
each part fits, encouraging
new ways of thinking and
discouraging silos.

3. Committing them
to action

The language we use
shapes our behaviour and
our thinking. Guiding senior
leadership from an intellectual
understanding of the Vision to
a firm commitment to action
both motivates and creates a
contract for change.

Verbal Identity is a strategic consultancy specialising in helping ambitious CEOs and
leaders of premium, luxury, and ultra-luxury brands define, align and grow their company.
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